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A Symposium on Cosmology & Metaphysics

Join us for an entire weekend exploring the exciting theoretical discussion and talks surrounding the nature of the Erdreja and the known 
univserse.

Featuring many learned and scholary guest speakers:

Marcus Lehn 
On the implications of containing 

magical energies

Solitaire 
On the true nature of the 

passage of time.

Thariel Aryvandaar 
The elemental interactions 
within the sentient pattern

Alanna Edan 
The binding nature of oaths and 

contracts

This exciting journey spans over 28 hours of thrilling lectures, where you can hear your favourite experts speak endlessly on topics that hold no 
real value to Erdreja or its inhbaitants. We look forward to seeing you at:

City of Souls 
First Weekend of the fourth month

Special Report: K’lyth Mlezzir

This winter celebrates a special time in Tarantula history.

An incredibly important date, that marks the introduction of one 
of our finest additions.

This winter marks four years since we first met the delightful 
K’lyth Mlezzir, and the love adventure of her and Malakai Mlezzir 
began. 

In this special issue, we are going to walk you down memory lane 
and revisit how this story began.

During a campaign, just outside the walls of the City of Nakkiga 
we discovered a number of powerful unliving that were once 
key to Dracos’ forces at Nakkiga. Amongst their number, was a 
powerful and psychotic Lich, that we would come to know and 
love as K’lyth. 

In order to resolve the power base issue, it was decided to give 
control of the local armiers to a different unliving, an unimportant 
barrow wight, as a cunning decoy so nobody would notice the 
Lich was the real power behind the army. 

To do so however, power had to be wrestled away from an evil 
death knight that had turned to work for the betrayer. He had 
secured his power into a number of keyed obelisks. Luckily our 
favourite lich had some of them. 

In her careful consideration however, she didn’t want the 
warband to become bored, so she played a game of hide and 
seek with them, allowing them to hunt and search for each of 
these keys.

It was during this game, that Malakai Mlezzir made his advances 
on our dearest K’lyth, and the romance began. 

Val’sharesses Tournament

With our business at Nakkiga dealt with, we went on our way, 
worried that the two lovers may never meet again. However 
luck was on his side! So smitten with his advances was K’lyth, 
that she followed Malakai. Over the next year several romantic 
adventures ensued, and their love simply grew and grew.

Until the wedding of the Gathering of Nations 1116. A beautiful 
ceremony overseen by K’lyths dearest toy - former Seneschal 
Morgullion.

It was from then that we could call ourselves lucky enough to be 
protected by K’lyth Mlezzir. A Lich so powerful, that her dismiss 
rank is in triple figures, and with access to a seemingly unlimited 
amount of the most potent magics. With her phylactory safely 
hidden away, and secured from any who would wish to do her 
harm, we can be assured that she will continue to protect the 
Val’sharess and “Her Malakai” for many many years to come. 

People of the Tarantulan Empire, it is with great joy that I 
announce that 1119’s Val’sharesses Tournament will be held at 

the Spring Moot. 

I am sure the various houses attending will have their champions 
on top form and ready to fight with honour and fierce abandon 

for our Val’sharesses entertainment!

Further details will be announced in due course.

Tathal Maelthra 
Lord Regent of the Tarantulan Empire


